
Language planning and policy
Roadmap to 
continue 
enhancing 
English levels 
The Education Ministry 
has come up with a 
roadmap to continue 
enhancing English 
proficiency among 
teachers and students.
“The roadmap will serve 
as a guide for teachers 
to ensure students 
achieve proficiency 
levels aligned to 
international standards,” 
said Education Minister 

CEFR is a guide 
developed by the Council 
of Europe to gauge foreign 
language proficiency. The 
guide lists six grades, with 
C2 being the highest and 
A1 the lowest.. Preferably, 
English Language teachers 
should be at C2.

Both C1 and C2 
grades mean that the 
individual is a competent 
user of the language and 
able to participate fully in 
both professional and 
academic life.
Mahdzir said it was also 
important to create high-
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Major languages in the world



4.3. Language planning
Language planning:

a deliberate effort to influence the function, structure, or
acquisition of languages or language variety within a
speech community (Kaplan & Baldauf Jr. 1997).

It is often associated with government planning, but is
also used by a variety of non-governmental organizations,
such as companies and individuals.



4.3. Language policy
Language policy:
A body of ideas, laws, regulations, rules & practices
intended to achieve the planned language change in the
societies, group or system (Kaplam & Baldauf 1997: xi).

A social construct. It may consist of various elements of
an explicit nature –juridical, judicial, administrative,
constitutional &/or legal language […], but whether or not
a polity has such explicit “text”, policy as a cultural
construct rests primarily on other conceptual elements […],
which is the sum totality of ideas, values, beliefs, attitudes,
prejudices, religious strictures, and all the other cultural
‘baggage’ that speakers bring to their dealings with
language from their background (Schiffman 1996: 276).



4.3. Language planning & policy
Lang. planning & lang. policy macro-societal level

everyday lang. practices managed by

families make decisions as to government/
which lang. to use & when for public institutions
different reasons:

Family School Religion Workplace Government Nation

Transitional Minority Sacred lg. Standard lg. Standard lg. Official

Bilingual & 
multilingual

National lang. National vs. 
local 
dialects

National vs. 
minority

National vs. 
community

Regional

L2/FL L2/LF L2/LF Written vs. spoken

Dialect



4.3. Language planning & policy

Lang. planning & policy happen in a variety of domains
from everyday life to different institutional domains.

E.g. In the family domain If parents speak different lang

parents of nuclear families whose lang. gets chosen?
(families of 2 generations)

Who chooses
which

language
should be used
when & how? 

Do they use 
their L1 with
the children, 
both or only

one?



4.3. Language planning & policy

In extended families (3 or + generations), lang. policy is
complicated:

Many immigrant families maintain a particular lang. to
communicate with a monolingual grandparent.

When the granparent dies, the family uses another lang. or a
more bilingual practice (grandmother factor).

Other influential factors:

1. If neighbourhood is monolingual, family needs to use lang.

2. School influences on children’s lang. preference &
practice, & on parents’ lang. use when communication with
the school.



4.3. Language planning & policy
In a globalized world, lang.policy of the workplace is an
important issue. 2 cases:

Often employers don’t have
explicit lang. policies for the
workplace, so no lang. planning
effort is made as to which lang.
should/shouldn’t be used.

An American company located in
the US may expect everyone to
speak English. Yet employees of
different linguistic backgrounds
may choose other languages
(Spanish, Korean, etc.) to give
them a sense of solidarity or
confidence .

An organization may want to project a
specific identity to the world by
having an explicit lang. policy. The
employer may decide that all
employees speak the same lang. at
work; e.g. Polish and Latvian
employees should speak English
among themselves during working
hours.

Protects the interest of some groups
within the company (namely,
supervisors & management) but not
that of others.



4.3. Language planning & policy
Most businesses multilingual workforce

to project an image of a global company

Lang. choice is part of the company’s identity.

Lang. planning & lang. policy concerned with

differences bet. what is perceived as
a standard use & what has been used

Which lang
is allowed in 

which
domain

How a 
specific lang

should be
used



4.3. Language planning: stages

Haugen’s revised language planning stages (1983)

Society

1. Selection
of norm: 
decision

procedures

3. 
Implementation

of the plan: 
educational

spread

Language
(corpus 

planning)

2. Codification: 
standardization

procedures

4. 
Elaboration
of the norm: 

functional
development



4.3. Language planning & policy

Kloss summarized the stages in

Status planning Corpus planning

The status of a lang. vis-à-
vis other langs. within a
community.

Official status of a lang, e.g.
 French in France.
 English & Afrikaans in

South Africa.

Design of the structure of a lang. 3 
processes involved:

Codification: graphization
Standardization: uniformity

standard as the norm.
Modernization: expansion to meet

demands, acquisition planning
promote lang status via education.



4.3. Status planning: examples

Spain:

Official lang.: Spanish (aka Castilian).

Official lang.: Spanish, Catalan, Basque, Galician.
Lang. in education: Spanish, Catalan, Basque, Galician,
Aranese.

U.K.:
Official lang.: English

Official lang.: English, Welsh, Irish, Scottish
Lang. in education: English & Welsh.



4.3. Language planning & ideology
4 lang. ideologies motivate decision
making in lang. planning
(Cobarrubias 1983):

1. Linguistic assimilation: Belief that
every individual should learn &
use the dominant language of the
society in which they live; e.g. the
English-only movement in the US.



4.3. Language planning & ideology

2. Linguistic pluralism:

The recognition & support of multiple languages
within a society, often related to efficiency in
communication of a common language, e.g.

French, German, Italian and Romansh in Switzerland.

Shared official status of English, Malay, Tamil, and
Mandarin Chinese in Singapore.



4.3. Language planning & ideology
3. Vernacularization: the

restoration & development
of an indigenous lang.,
together with its adoption
by the state as an official
lang, e.g. Quechua in Peru or
Hebrew in Israel.

4. Internacionalization: The
adoption of a non-
indigenous lang. for wider
communication or as an
official lang, e.g. English in
India or South Africa.



4.3. Language planning goals
1. Lang. purification: protect language from foreign

influences, & preserve “linguistic purity”.
2. Lang. revival: the attempt to restore a language that has

few or no native speakers.
3. Lang. reform: change in specific aspects of lang.

(spelling, grammar, etc.) to facilitate use.
4. Standardization: develop a regional language or dialect

as the standard lang. to gain prestige.
5. Language spread: increase the number of speakers of

one language at the expense of another.
6. Lexical modernization: word creation or adaptation.
7. Terminology unification: uniform terminologies.



4.3. Language planning goals
8. Stylistic simplification use in grammar and lexicon.
9. Interlingual Communication: facilitation of
communication bet. members of different speech
communities.
10. Lang. Maintenance:
preservation of the use of
a language when
threatened or decline in
the status.
11. Auxiliary-Code
Standardization:
standardization of
marginal aspects of lang.
(signs for the deaf, etc.)



4.3. Who makes lang. policies

Institutions: government, lang. academies, media, court
of law, etc.

Instruments: grammar books, school textbooks,
examination papers, other assessments- public services
(bank, hospitals, etc.).

 Individuals: celebrities and people working on the
media are taken as role models by young people in
their lang. practices; linguists, writers.



4.3. Language planning & policy in EC

Linguistic situation:

1. Lang. spoken in Europe by more than 10 million
people: Russian (112), German (90), English (64), French
(60), Italian (58), Ucranian (52), Spanish (45), Polish (39),
Dutch (19), Hungarian (11), Greek (10), Czech (10) &
Belarusian (10).

2. Lang. spoken by less than 10 million people: Bulgarian
(8,3), Catalan (7), Slovenian (5,4), Finnish (5,2), Dane(5),
Moldovan (4,5), Lithuanian (3,7), Latvian (2,4), Galician
(2,4), Occitane (2,1), Estonian (1,6), Sardinian (1,3).

3. Lang. spoken by less than a 1 million : Basque, Welsh,
Maltese, Luxembourguish, Breton, Corsican, Turkish.



4.3. Language policy in the EU: aims

Treaty of Rome (1957)

Economic integration only

Working languages Official languages

In the 70s, need to
have

 Common lang. to communicate
 Knowledge of 2 FLs.



4.3. Language policy: measures

Lang. programmes as incentives

Socrates

Comenius Lingua Erasmus Leonardo

Primary
education

L2 
teaching

University
mobility

Professional 
formation



4.3. Language planning: ET
In 1975, the Council of Europe created the threshold level:

1st attempt to offer a description of the language needed
to assure a learner's ability to deal with the challenges
presented by everyday communication.

innovation

European Language Portfolio (ELP) (2001)

(Document for learners to record their lang. learning
achievements & cultural experiences)



4.3. Language planning: Teaching

The teaching of an EFL implies 4 skills:

The Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR) was created in 2001 to provide a
coherent & comprehensive basis for the elaboration of
language syllabuses & curriculum guidelines, the design of
teaching & learning materials, & the assessment of foreign
language proficiency.

Speaking Listening Reading Writing



Six levels in language proficiency
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